TRUE DIVINATION with Tarot, Angels, Devas, Crystals
Dates: April 13-16, 2018 (arrive Friday evening, depart Monday morning)

THIS IS A RESIDENTIAL WORKSHOP, HELD AT SELENE-XVII, REUSA, CASOLA IN LUNIGIANA
TUSCANY, ITALY (~60 KM FROM PISA)
Workshop price: £260 plus full board accommodation at £240 (£80 per person per night) inclusive Friday
evening - Monday morning. Accommodation - there are two dormitory-type and three single rooms
(sharing will be discounted by £10 per person per night).
Maximum eight participants.

Collection from Pisa can be arranged. Full details of joining will be sent on confirmed booking
The workshop will be in ENGLISH

Cilla Conway: “My intention for these workshops is to enable all of us to be confident of full connection with the
Source and our ability to communicate this in order to be able to assist others.”

Wendy Erlick ”For me the purpose of our workshops is for participants to be able to leave with a greater sense of
their worth & power as Readers. (And to have had fun in the process)!”

TRUE DIVINATION with Tarot, Angels, Devas, Crystals

This innovative & comprehensive workshop will explore many different divination tools, demonstrating how
each of these connects us to the Source, and how to safely & accurately communicate this knowledge. We’ll
be using the Tarot, energy cards (the Devas of Creation and others), angel cards, pendulums, crystals and
guided meditation.
This is a workshop designed to work on a number of different levels – to brush up on reading skills, to increase self-confidence and the ability to read accurately, as well as grow our connection with the OtherWorlds. We will harness the power of the new paradigm that is beginning to change the way we think, and
explore the OtherWorlds to see how this new thinking informs the different types of divination. We’ll also
look at the questions asked by professionals – ethics, charging, therapeutic readings, etc, to ensure that
you feel confident to offer professional readings to clients. At the end of the weekend you should feel refreshed and invigorated, understanding your own special talents spiritual gifts, and knowing how best to
utilise them in the world.
-----------------------------------

The facilitators, Cilla Conway and Wendy Erlick, have been working with intuitive counselling for over 55
years in total. Wendy is a reader at Watkins Bookshop, a qualified BGi-Aura energy healer, intuitive coach and
Angel channeller. She is the author of A Gift of an Angel: A Guide to Integrating Spirituality into Everyday Life and
is also a regular contributor to Kindred Spirit and Cygnus magazines.

Cilla is the author of The Intuitive Tarot, the Devas of Creation, and (with John Matthews). the Byzantine
Tarot She began reading the tarot over 45 years ago after completing the Intuitive Tarot, and combines
tarot and deva cards in her readings. In 2016 she moved to italy, and the workshop will be held at her stunning house facing the mountains in Reusa, Tuscany. (The photograph above is taken from the verandah.)

If you are interested in further details, please contact –

Wendy Erlick: email wendyjaneerlick@gmail.com, mobile: +44 7922 038059
Cilla Conway: email cillaconway@gmail.com

mobile (UK)
(Italy)

+44 7949 766634
+39 39263 69504

For residents, breakfast, a light salad for lunch, and main evening meal will be provided from Friday evening to
Monday morning. Please note there are no shops nearby, although there is a coffee house/restaurant about 1km
away.

To secure your booking, please email us the following information, Full joining information about the venue
and programme will be sent to you on receipt of payment.
Payment - 10% discount if paid in full at time of booking Please contact us for Paypal account names, and
give us the following details:

Name: ............................................................................................................................................
Email and phone number: ................................................................................................................

Collection needed (from Pisa)?: ..........................................................................................................

Accommodation (shared / single? : ......................................................................................................
Language? : ......................................................................................................................................

Any dietary restrictions? (Vegetarian (not Vegan) food provided): ............................................................
.. ..................................................................................................................................................

Level of tarot expertise & hoped for outcome of attending the course? ..................................................
....................................................................................................................................................

